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NAZIS' GRIM RECORD

TOLL OF EXECUTIONS OF OPPRESSED

The shooting of one hundred and sixteen Frenchmen on the orders of General

Stulpnagel, Commander of the German Forces of Occupation in France, brings the

total number of person executed in occupied Europe up to to-day to 207,373.

This figure, compiled by the Inter-Allied Information Committee, covers

executions which have followed trials, or court martials, the shooting of

hostages in reprisal for attacks on German or Italian troops of occupation and

persons whom the Germans have announced they have shot.

The figures for each of the occupied countries have been obtained from

the Governments in London who have confirmed them and in most cases the Govern-

ments in question have the names of the victims.

The table of executions is made up as follows

Belgium;- Definite information has been received of the execution of one

hundred and thirty Belgians, mainly for sabotage, although some have been shot

in actual fact as hostages. The German procedure as regards hostages in Belgium

differs from the other occupied countries. people have been condemned to death

for such offences as sabotage, reprieved, then shot on the occurrence of fresh

out-breaks of sabotage by other people.

Czechoslovakia;- Since the shooting of Heydrich, 1,765 Czechs have been

executed, 525 "of them accused of being directly responsible for his death. In

addition thousands have died, cither in concentration camps, or as the result

of Gestapo third degree.

France;- In the first six months of this year, fifteen hundred have been shot

or sentenced to death in prance and North Africa. Since the Germans overran

France they have in addition shot two hundred and fifty hostages. Many have been

.also condemned to death but their actual executions 'are not announced. Most of

the victims have been accused of eithersabotage, helping the united Nations, or

being "communist terrorists"i

Greece;- In Crete alone, three thousand have been killed since May 1941. In

Athens', forty people wore shot this summer and another forty in the island of

Mytiline. Most of those had been accused of either trying to escape abroad

or helping other people to get away. Several thousand have been executed in

Macedonia by the Bulgars following a revolt against the Bulgarian troops of

occupation.

Luxembourg;- No news has been received since the mass deportation of Luxembourgers,
but up to June last, four people had been executed for "separatism" which is a

special term the Germans use for sabotage and underground activities in Luxembourg.

Netherlands; - The Netherlands Government in London has the name of two hundred

people who have been shot either for publishing clandestine newspapers, signalling
to Royal Air Force planes, stealing rations or trying to escape to England.
Five hostages have been shot.

Norway;- Since the German occupation, one hundred and six have been shot.

Of™tliese, a hundred have been executed since September 1941; when a state of

siege was declared in Oslo. Most of the victims were accused of sabotage or

attempting to escape to England. Thousands have died in concentration camps
as a result of ill treatment.

Poland;- The polish Government in London states that two hundred thousand

people have been executed since the Germans overran the country, of these one

hundred thousand were shot after a trial according to Genian law, seventy thousand

a,s hostages, and thirty thousand have died in concentration camps.
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